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Band gaps for the relativistic Mathicu potential 
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A study of the band structure of a masslcss particle in a cosine potential is made 
via the Dirac equation. It is shown that every alternate band gap disappears as a 
consequence of a periodicity of the potential combined with a peculiar symmetry 
of the Dirac equation. This basic potential is then used to study a simple one-
dimensional model of the nucleus from which it is ascertained that modelling the 
mean field of the quarks in the nucleus via a pure scalar potential is unsatisfactory. 
A *:aple extension involving a combined scalar and vector potential is then 
proposed as a possible solution to this problem. The effect of the addition of this 
vector component to the band structure is also investigated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Periodic potentials arc of great interest in condensed matter physics because, when 
used in the Scrodinger equation, they provide a good approximation to the mean field 
experienced by an electron in a crystal. Of the myriad periodic potentials that can 
and have been investigated1"4 the studies of just two potentials, the Kronig-Penncy 
potential and the cosine potential,3,4 s.rm to dominate the literature on the one-
dimensional Dirac equation. The reason for the popularity of these two potentials 
stems mainly from the relative simplicity of their resulting analyses rather than any 
innate ability to model the actual physical system being considered. 

For the Kronig-Penncy potential this situation results because the constancy of the 
potential permits a simple solution to the Schrodinger equation. Similarly a cosine 
potential studied with the Schrodinger equation may be expressed as the well-known 
and much studied Mathieu equation.*-7 However, whilst extensions of the Kronig-
Penney model to the relativistic regime have been investigated* very little work has 
been done on the relativistic Mathieu potential.9 

Our interest in this field stems mainly from our previous studies of some simple one-
dimensional nuclear models, comprising relativistic quarks interacting with a lattice of 
scalar confining potentials. The lattice is utilized to model the mean field experienced 
by the quarks inside the nucleus and their expected clustering into nucleon-like con
structs. Confinement to the nucleus as a whole is achieved via appropriate boundary 
conditions. A similar model,10 incorporating scalar ^-function potentials and utilizing 
the Klein-Gordon equation, had been shown to result in significant binding energies 
due to the decrease in localization energy of the quarks. In contrast however, in our 
studies11 with the Dirac equation we were able to show that such a system was exactly 
unbound. 

It is in this context that we wish to investigate a similar model of the nucleus where 
the confining lattice now comprises a scalar cosine potential. The importance of such 
a study is based on the fact that, according to Fourier's theorem, any periodic poten
tial is expressible as an infinite sum of Fourier components of differing magnitudes.12 

Consequently, if we consider only the contribution of a single Fourier component (i.e. 
the dominant component), then we are essentially calculating the first order contri
bution of that periodic potential in a similar fashion to the way that the harmonic 
oscillator potential provides a good first order approximation to any general potential. 

In the context of modelling the mean field experienced by a quark in a nucleus this 
implies studying a scalar potential of the form 

S{x) = A cos(gx), (1) 

where g = 2x/l and / is the cell (or nucleon) width. For any reasonable periodic 
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potential we arc likely to consider (i.e. square barrier, linear, etc) this term will 
represent the dominant Fourier component of the potential. Consequently a com
prehensive study of this potential should demonstrate conclusively the suitability of 
modelling the intranucleon potential of our nucleus by any periodic potential which 
is purely scalar in origin. 

A secondary motivation for tl..a study arses from the observation that for small 
separations it is suspected13 that the qq potential is coulomb-like (but this is tempered 
by a logarithmic dependence) and that it increases linearly14 as the quarks separate. 
In the nucleai .ontext we would expect that at a distance of the order of 1/2 of 
the nucleon width this potential is then somehow truncated in order to match the 
potential gradient arising from an adjacent nucleon. In view of this information we 
note that (1) provides an adequate representation of the periodic potential expected 
within the nucleus (of course wc are at this stage ignoring the contribution of any 
vector component of the potential) even without the addition cf higher order Fourier 
components. 

II. THE MATHIEU POTENTIAL 

In one-dimension the Dirac equation for a massless particle in a scalar field S(x) 
may be written as (using fi = c = 1) 

l - i a , — - * + /?S(x)]*(x) = 0, (2) 

where k is the relativistic momentum and ^(x) = (*i(x) ^ l * ) ) ' is a two-component 
spinor. 

To solve the Dirac equation for a purely scalar potential, such as that given by (1), 
it is advantageous to choose a particular representation for the Dirac matrices, ax and 
0, that we have called the scalar representation.15 In this representation we choose 

a r = ax and 0 = <7y , (3) 

where at and <rv are the usual Pauli matrices. In this representation we may derive 
from (2) the following equation 

£ + *>_5>(x)-|5(x) * , ( ! ) = 0 (4) 

and the accompanying relationship, 

*a(*) = -£+*(.> * i ( * ) • (5) 
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The utility of this representation is evident in the above as (4) is an equation of 
Scrodingcr type involving only squares or first-order derivatives of the potential. 

Upon the change of variables 2 = ^ — \gx we find that (4) becomes 

*i'(*) + [0o + 20jcos2* + 20 4cos42i*,(2) = O, (6) 

where 

0o = A2 - V , 02 = 2q and 04 = q2 , (7) 

for q = A//2* and A = kl/x. 
The presence of a nonzero coefficient for the cos 4* term in (6) implies that a scalar 

cosine potential entering the Dirac equation does not result in the Mathieu equa
tion, as is the case in the nonrelativistic system for the Schrodinger equation. Indeed 
(6) is of the form of Hill's equation,16'17 which is a generalized form of the Mathieu 
equation. (It is easily shown that the application of any periodic potential to the 
Schrodinger equation is expressible as an equation of Hill type.) This is unfortunate 
since the solutions of the Mathieu equation, the Mathieu functions, are well docu
mented functions whereas the solutions of Hill's equation are difficult to obtain unless 
both 62 and 64 are much smaller than 90. The key to the solution of (6) is then the 
magnitude of the parameter q = A//2*. 

Since the cosine potential is predominantly meant to model the linearly increasing 
scalar portion of the qq potential within the nucleus we may provide a simple estimate 
of its magnitude by noting that for a purely linear potential the increase in the 
amplitude of the potential over a region of length 1/2 is just al/2 where a is the 
potential gradient. (The qq potential is usually taken to be of half the magnitude of 
the qq potential,18 a reasonable range19 of which is o,j ~ (0.5,1.0)GeV/fm.) 

As the amplitude of the cosine potential changes from —A to A over this same 
region we may equate the two to obtain the simple approximation A ts al/A. For 
potential gradients from 0.5 to 1.0 GeV/fm and cell widths from 1 to 2 fm we find 
that q is of the order (0-1,1.0). 

The magnitude of q suggests that we may seek a solution of (6) in the form of a 
power series in q. There are several methods of providing this solution, some of which 
will be detailed below. The first technique we shall utilize enables a determination of 
the energy bands to be made. 

III. THE ENERGY BANDS 

As stated previously (6) belongs to a class of equations known as Hill's equations 
however, since only the coefficients 0O, 02 and 04 are nonzero, (6) also belongs to 
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a remarkable subset of this class. Indeed (6) is also known as the Whittaker-Ilill 
equation17 since this equation was also encountered by Whittaker20 in his study of a 
class of differential equations possessing four regular singularities. Furthermore (6) 
is also a special case of luce's equation21 and consequently much literature exists on 
this subject.17 

The most interesting facet of this equation is that it is possible for iwo linearly 
independent solutions of this equation to have the same period, of either r or 2JT. 
This phenomenon is known as coexistence17 and as it has an important bearing on 
the form that the energy bands may take we will investigate its origin in some detail. 

We begin our investigation of this equat'an in the standard fashion by defining two 
linearly independent solutions of (6), namely the even function yi(z) and the odd 
function yi{z), by the conditions 

yi(0) = l = » i ( 0 ) and y2(0) = 0 = y',(0) . (8) 

The discriminant17 ,22 of (6) is then defined by 

A(A2) = y,( T ) + yi(T). (9) 

Since the coefficients in (6) have period r it is then possible to use the oscillation 
theorem of Magnus and Winkler17 to show that when (6) has a solution of period ir 
then A2 = r B for n = 0,1,2, . . . while for solutions of period 2>r we must have A2 = r n 

lot n = 1,2,3, . . . where both the r„ and the r'n are real monotonically increasing 
sequences satisfying the inequalities 

TO < *[ < r'2 < T, < Tj < T'3 < r\ < .3 < T4 (10) 

The TB are the rov<*z of A(A2) = 2 while the r„ are the roots of A(A2) = - 2 . 
It also happens that the solutions of (6) are stable for the regions 

( 'b ,T , ' ) 1 (T 2 ' ,T | ) , (Ta ,Ti ) , . . . 

and unstable for the regions 

(-OO,T 0 ] , [T,' ,TJ], [T,,r 2],.. . 

where we have assumed that none of the r n or the rn are equal. 
To understand more precisely what these regions mean physically we recall that, 

according to Floquet's theorem (also known as Bloch's theorem in physics), solutions 
of the form 

*,(*) = e ,"r(z) + e - ' , 'T( -z ) , (11) 
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must exist where V(z + *) = V(z) has the same periodicity as the coefficients of 
(G). Following the same procedure as that outlined in Mcixner and Schafke7 for the 
Malhicu equation, it is then possible to show that, since (6) has a constant Wronskian, 
wc must have yi(*) = y£(ir). This further implies 

cos(^) = iA(A') , (12) 

since A(A2) = 2yn*) where u is the characteristic exponent of (11). Since both the Tn 

and the r'n are roots .if |A(A2)| = 2 this implies that the integral values of v determine 
the borders of the instability regions. 

For a value of A2 in an instability region |A(A2)| > 2 and from (12) wc sec that 
v must be complex and hence the coefficients of (11) are exponentially increasing or 
decreasing functions. Thus the instability regions correspond to the energy gaps of 
the system while the stable regions, where |A(A2)| < 2 and v is real, comprise the 
energy bands. 

As with the Mathieu equation6 it is convenient to associate the even solutions of 
(6) for A(A3) = ±2 (the gap boundaries) with the characteristic values A2 = a« 
(n = 0,1,2,...) and the odd solutions with A2 = bn (n = 1,2,3,...). We can then 
identify for q > 0 in (6) the relationships 

<k> = To. <»2n = **»-!» a 2 n _ i = r J B _ , , bjn = T j n , 6 J n _ l = T ^ , . , , ( 1 3 ) 

for n = 1,2,3,.. . with a„ «-» bn if q < 0. 
For these particular values of A2 we are able to derive33 a relationship between 

0o and the variables 9j and 0t. The first few characteristic values derived via this 
technique are given below 

Go=0, 

al - l - 2 . + | ^ - | ^ - ^ + 128* + ..- , 

*i = 1 + 2 f l + ^ 2

 + | , 3 _ ^ _ 
128* + ... , 

a2 = 6 > = 4 + 3 « - l 7 2 8 ' + " » 

a3 4 9 8q 256 9 T » 

63 ••+!^+K , -5i* , + -
.„ 32 , 88 A 

t 

a< = 6< = 1 6 +

1 . 5 ' 1 + 3375'< + 

M 25 , 125 . 5 . 
• • • » 

as = 2 5 + H ^ + 69i2« , -5i2'' + ... , 
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while a plot of the energy hands is given in Fig.l. 
The results above are similar to those obtained from the Mathieu equation, how

ever, there is one major difference. Whereas with the Mathieu equation no region of 
instability may disappear" we find that for (6), since aj„ = b2n for n = 1,2,3,.. . (i.e. 
T}*_t = rjn), then every second region of instability must vanish. This phenomenon 
is a general feature of equations of Whittaker-Hill type and results because of the 
coexistence of solutions of period r or 2T, as mentioned previously. In this case the 
coexisting solutions have period r. 

From a physical point of view this result is initially perplexing, although it is not 
without precedent.34 The key to understanding this system is to note that, whilst 
the periodicity of the potential is still S(x + /) = S(x), it can further be shown that 
the potential also satisfies the condition S(x +1/2) = —5(x). Elsewhere34 we have 
shown that for a massless particle this constraint on the scalar field is responsible for 
the vanishing of energy gaps in an array of ^-function potentials of alternating sign. 
The origin of this property was shown to be a symmetry of the Dirac equation which 
results in the components of the wave function literally swapping as the particle moves 
into a region where the scalar potential is of equal magnitude but of opposite sign. 
This implies the existence of a pseudo-periodicity of 1/2 in the lattice, a condition 
which is sufficient to remove the energy gaps at the points A = 2n. 

Furthermore, given that the wave functions corresponding to the gap edge energies 
refer to the even and odd standing waves resulting from Bragg reflection by the 
lattice, we find that for these coexisting solutions their probability densities are given 
by |'i ,(«,9)| 2 and |*(2, — q)\7, respectively. (This is another manifestation of the 
afore mentioned swapping of the components of the wave function that occurs as the 
potential changes sign.) The difference in these two functions is only the sign of the 
potential and, as a massless particle is essentially blind to this feature of the scalar 
potential, the coexisting solutions turn out to be degenerate and the gaps at these 
values disappear. 

In Fig.l we show explicitly the band structure for q in the range —1 to 1. For q 
large (q >• z) we may utilize the power series expansions of the cosines to put (6) 
in the form of a parabolic cylinder function.* For bounded solutions at infinity this 
implies that the eigenvalues must be of the form X2 ~ 8nq where n = 0,1,2, . . . 

IV. THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION 

The bands determined above refer to the continuous spectra that result when we 
are considering an infinite lattice and therefore the boundary conditions at infinity 
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are irrelevant. I'or a finite lattice we expect the energy states to be discrete (but still 
within the energy bands) and dependent upon the Imiindary conditions. To derive 
an eigenenergy expression which achieves this purpose we shall again use a similar 
procedure to that employed in Mcixner and Schafke7 for the Mathieu equation. 

Considering only the even solution of (6) as defined in (8) we look for a power scries 
solution of the form 

y.(*) = E?"x(*), (is) 
n=0 

where we have chosen 

Xo(0) = l and xi(0) = x'»«» = X»(0) = 0 , (16) 

for n = 1,2,3,.. . Substituting (15) into (6) and matching powers of q we obtain 

Xif(*) + Aaxo(*) = 0 , 
xfl*) + * 'x i ( * ) = - 4 cos 2z Xo(*), 
X:W + A2Xn(0 = - 4 « » 2 z x » - i W - 2 ( c o s 4 7 - l ) x „ - 2 ( 2 ) , (17) 

for n = 2,3,4, . . . 
These equations are easily solved since the solutions of the homogeneous versions 

of (17) are known, however, the analysis does get quite sizable even for small n. 
Consequently we have only carried out this analysis to order q*, the results of which, 
with the aid of (12), are given by 

* (* ) = COS(T^) = [ 1 - ^ A ' t f * ' ] cos(irA) 

+ *<? [Mi + \q*W\$ + 4*,)] sin(*A) + 0(q*), (18) 

where fa1 = A2 - n 2 . (We could just as easily have used (18) to determine our band 
structure since it is of the same form as the usual Kronig-Penney band conditions.) 

Using the power series expansions for the sinusoidal functions in (18) we obtain 

«/ = A - ^ 1 - i g 4 A t f ( 3 + 4* 1 ) , (19) 
4 

or, upon reversing the series, 

A = u + q7v6i - \q4t>62(\ + 4*i) , (20) 
4 

where S~l = u2 - n 3 and terms of order q* and higher have been neglected. 
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If we apply periodic boundary conditions to our system, namely 

*(x + Nl) = +( i ) , (21) 

then we find from (8) that this implies v =• 2n/N for n = 1,2,3, . . . , N. The eigenen
ergies for these boundary conditions arc then easily determined from (19). In a 
square-barrier model25 these periodic boundary conditions have been shown to result 
in significant binding energies due to the tunneling of the quarks. A similar situation 
may also be shown to exist for the cosine potential. Unfortunately the non-confining 
nature of the periodic boundary conditions limits the application of these results to 
the nuclear system. 

We note from (20) for u = 1 that 8X diverges. This occurs because v = 1 corresponds 
to the characteristic value a t = A2 from the expressions given in (14) which must be 
used whenever v is an odd integer (i.e. whenever Bragg reflection is occurring4). For 
v an even integer we must use (14). 

For other boundary conditions, namely those implied by infinite scalar ^-function 
potentials, the values v may take are not easily obtainable since, in most instances, 
this involves solving for *j(x) as well as $i(x) and, as they are related via (5), this is 
not a simple procedure. Consequently we choose to solve (6) in a way that allows the 
eigenenergies for different boundary conditions to be obtained in a reasonably simple 
fashion. That technique is detailed below. 

V. THE NEUMANN SERIES TECHNIQUE 

In this section we shall derive a solution of the Dirac equation for a cosine potential 
via a Neumann series type of technique. This method has the advantage that results 
may be obtained in a representation independent fashion. Also, from this method, 
the eigenenergies for different boundary conditions may be simply obtained. 

Following our previous notation" we define the matrices ax = aT and <r3 = 0, where 
the <rM are unspecified 2 x 2 matrices that obey the usual Dirac algebra, and hence 
we may rewrite (2) in the form 

where 

dz -G0-Gx{z) *(z) = 0 , (22) 

where Go = i<T\ A/2, G\ (z) = -qo* cos z and the change of variables z = gx has been 
made. 

We wish to determine the function T(z0, z), essentially a spatial evolution operator,1"' 
which is defined by 

*(z) = T(zo,z)<l/(zo) and T(z,z) = o0 = I (23) 
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Substituting (23) into (22) we see that T(zo,z) satisfies the equation 

— T(z0,z)-G0T(z0,z) = C,(r)T(*b,2), (24) 

which, upon multiplication of both sides by the quantity exp (—Go (z — z«>) ], becomes 

« | e - c „ ( . - M r ( 2 0 j Z ) j = e-W—)Gi(z)T(z0,z) 
dz 

If wc define the function M(z0fz) by 

M(z*,z) = c-G*—)T(zo,z), 

then M(za,z) satisfies 

d 
dz M(«o, z) = G,(z) e** <—•»M(zo, z), 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

where the anticommutivity of G0 and G\(z) has been utilized. Integrating both sides 
of (27) with respect to z from the point ZQ to the point z we obtain the integral 
equation 

M(zo, z) = / + f'dt G,(0 ea*< ,—> M(zo, t). (28) 

This equation may be solved iteratively to produce a Neumann series solution 

M(zo, *) = / + £ (~q°i)n /»(*o, z) , (29) 
n=l 

where 

7„(z0,z) = / ' A , cosf, e-(-')-w.(«,-«) /" A a C 0 9 < 3 e - ( -D- '«7 . ( i J -« . ) 
J*o J* 

...f"Xdtn cos«,,eaG»<l--,»» . (30) 

The similarity between this method and the Born-Dirac series for the solution of time 
dependent perturbation theory is obvious. 

Choosing zo = 0 and z = n = 2KN (i.e. x = 0 and z = £-) in (30) we find from (26) 
that T(0, ij) is given by 

n=0 
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where ( = A17/2 = kL and l0{0,v) = /- The first few /„(0,i/) for n = 1,2,3,4 arc 
easily determined, however, for higher n, the software package Mathematica waa used 
to provide the integrations and algebraic manipulations necessary. In this way wo 
were able to determine the /«((), 17) to order qm (i.e. n = 8). 

It can be shown that T(0, n) can be written in the general form" 

T(0,n) = /H)(n)/ + t>,(n)<r, + Mn)<T2 + Piil)"* , (32) 

where, in the scalar representation15 we have 

0\ = o* , o-i — —ot and 03 = ov , (33) 

and />„(<?) € $• The functions p„(n) are listed in the appendix. 

VI. BINDING ENERGIES 

With the aid of the results derived in the previous section we are now able to 
determice the eigenenergies of a massless particle in the presence of a scalar cosine 
potential. For our nuclear system we model confinement by the imposition of infinite 
scalar 6-function potentials at the extremes of the nucleus whilst the intranucleon part 
of the potential is of the form of a scalar cosine potential. As discussed previously 
this potential provides an adequate representation of the conjectured features of the 
interquark potential within the nucleus. 

Confinement is enforced via infinite scalar ^-function potentials at the point 1 = 0 
and x — L and it can be shown11 that these boundary conditions result in the following 
eigenvalue equation 

Po(l) ~ PJ{V) = 0 (34) 

The eigenenergies of the quarks in this system are then simply the solutions of this 
equation for the po(v) an<J P2{v) *s given by (46). To order q2 we have shown that 
these energies are given by 

A = t / + ?^7f+9 2 
v6\ 

IMP [,*jV»_ 4 ( y - 3 ) * ? ] , (35) 

where 6~l = u7 - n7 and v = (2n + l)/2N for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (N - 1). 
For higher order q it is not practical to continue in this fashion as the eigenenergies 

may be simply obtained numerically according to the prescription above. The utility 
of (35) however, is that it clearly demonstrates the problem we encounter as v -» 1, 
since (35) becomes divergent. The reason for this is that v — \ corresponds to the 
band edge ana consequently our power series expansion in // would not be expected 

to converge 
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to converge.4 This is most evident for the largest eigenenergy of the first band where 
n = N — 1 and hence v = 1 — 1/2N. From this relationship we note that, as the 
cell number N increases, this technique of obtaining the eigencnergies at the upper 
band edge becomes less and less reliable. It was for this reason28 that we calculated 
our results to order 4 s since in practice this allows us to calculate the eigenenergies 
reasonably accurately (say to 1%) for values of q up to 0.4 and cell sizes up to N = 8. 
This inaccuracy persists only for eigenenergies that occur close to the band edge 
since for energies well away from this region (i.e. v = l/2/V,3/27V,...) comparable 
accuracies are obtained rapidly even for values of q up to order unity. 

The results obtained via this technique were similar to those obtained for our previ
ous model incorporating the periodic array of ^-function potentials in that we found 
that, for an intrapucleon potential of scalar cosine type, th.* system is unbound. By 
this we mean that the sum of the N lowest eigenenergies of the composite system is 
greater than N times the discrete (N = 1) eigenenergy. Consequently we have again 
demonstrated a pure scilar intranucleon potential that is unable to bind our nucleus. 

To improve this situation we may investigate the effect that the addition of an
other Fourier component to the potential may have on the system (i.e. S(x) —» 
S(x) + A„ coa(ngx) for some integer n). This may be ac^Wed by the substitution 
Gi(z) —» G\(z) — qnC2 cos(nz) in (22) however, since the number of terms to be cal
culated then increases geometrically, it is feasible to apply this technique only to very 
small order in q (i.e. q2 in this case). We shall not document here the results of 
these investigations, suffice to say that for suitable choices of n and A , we are able 
to increase the binding energy of the system, at least marginally. Thus it may be 
anticipated that with the addition of further Fourier components to the potential the 
pathology regarding the binding energies may be removed entirely. As an extreme ex
ample of this situation we have shown elsewhere27 that if the configuration of Fourier 
components sum to give a square barrier potential then this is sufficient to bind our 
nucleus, albeit only marginally. This result is consistent with our analysis above and 
suggests that no scalar periodic potential possessing a dominant Fourier component 
of period eq'ial to the unit cell size will permit binding on a scale anywhere near that 
required. (This is especially true once the Colour Magnetic Spin Splitting10 (CMSS) 
interaction is included.) As our experiences with the simple 5-function system have 
shown however, such bindings are likely to be achieved if a vector component is added 
to the intranucleon potential and we will now investigate this situation. 

A. The composite Mathieu potential 

As remarked previously the qq potential at reasonably large separations is confining 
and this is suspected'4 to result from multiple gluon interactions that are manifested in 
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the form of a linearly increasing scalar potential. However, at smaller separations the 
dominant interaction should be one gluon exchange which results13 in a predominantly 
coulomb-like potential of Lorcntz vector type. 

It may be argued that our knowledge of the qq potential is poorest in the region 
of greatest interest to nuclear physics, namely at separations of the order of a fermi. 
It is in this region where both the coulombic and linear parts of the potential are 
significant and the question of the Lorentz nature of the potential most obscure. This 
is particularly evident with regard to the coulombic part of the potential as recent 
evidence28 from unquenched lattice gauge calculations suggests that calculations ap
plying the quenched approximation may underestimate its strength in this region. In 
many instances2 9 , 3 0 good fits to the data are obtained by assuming the confinement 
potential comprises both Lorentz scalar and vector components. Whilst these models 
usually assume a dominant scalar potential many models30 obtain good results by 
assuming an equal vector and scalar admixture. The fact that this type of potential 
considerably eases the resulting analysis31 has also been a contributing factor in its 
use. 

We can investigate the addition of a vector component to the scalar cosine potential 
in a similar fashion to that used previosly, namely to make the substitution Gx(z) —» 
Gi(z) — iaqo\ cos(z), where a is the relative magnitude of the vector component 
of the potential, in (22). This technique has the advantage that it is possible to 
demonstrate the increase in the binding energy of the system with the increase in the 
vector component of the potential however, since only results to small order in q are 
easily obtainable via this method, it is not a practical way to proceed for realistic 
cases. 

Instead we choose to examine a similar potential model to that mentioned above, 
namely an intranucleon potential comprising equal magnitude and sign scalar and 
vector components. The prime motivation behind such studiec is obviously the ability 
to study the problem analytically however, this factor must be reconciled with the fact 
that such potentials are not accurate representations of our current knowledge of the 
interquark potential and therefore any results must be treated with some suspicion. 
Nevertheless, as we merely wish to nominally demonstrate that a vector component 
makes a major contribution to the binding of the system as a whole such a model is 
adequate for our purposes. 

For this system the potential described by (1) now becomes 

S(x) = (<r0 + (T3 )A cos(gx) . (36) 

Confinement k imposed via infinite strength scalar and vector 6-function potentials at 
the points x = 0 and x = L and in an analogous fashion to that utilized previously27 
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we can show thai the eigenvalue condition now heroines (compare (31)) 

M«?) "/>2('/) = 0 . (37) 

For a potential of equal magnitude scalar and vector components the most conve
nient representation to use is the Dirac-Pauli representation32 where 

QX = ax and /? = at . (38) 

Substituting (37) into this equation and changing variables according to z = \gx we 
obtain the following Schrodinger-like equation31 

j-? + \2-4\qcos{2z) *i(*) = 0 , (39) 

while the lower component of the spinor is given by 

*,(*) = - j£*>(*) - (40) 
The equation (39) is of the form of the Mathieu equation as expected although it 

is complicated somewhat by the presence of the eigenvalue A in the coefficient of the 
cos(2z) term. However, it is still a simple process 5 - 7 to determine the energy gaps 
that arise for this potential as they are simply the appropriate regions between the 
characteristic values quoted below: 

a o = 0 , 
L , « 3 , 5 , 217 4 1597 . 
>. = l - 2 , V V - - % ' + T l 5 2 ' + " ' 

, „ 3 2 5 , 217 4 1597 5 

V - i - ^ + gr-.... 
, 20 , 163 4 

a j = 4 - _ , -—q . . . , 

t n , 9 2 27 , , 1773 4 

^ 4 V 8 V 1280* 
ft 9 , , 2 7 , , 1773 4 

. , . 32 , 4112 4 

6 < = 1 6 + T 5 ' - 3 3 7 5 9 + - ' 
1C 32 , 7888 4 

A o* _L 2 5 a , 1 5 2 7 5 4 15625 5 , 
5 12* 48384* 4608 * ' 

o c , 25 , 15275 4 15625 . , % 

a s = 2 5 + 1 2 9 + 4 8 3 8 4 9 + l 6 b T 9 + - ( 4 1 ) 
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With regard to these results we ma;- note some important observations. Our first 
observation is the fact that the gaps a. und the values A — 2n reappear. This is 
as expected from a mathematical point of view since no gaps can disappear for the 
Matliieu equation.6 Physically we can understand that this situation results because, 
as the vector potential enters with the energy rather than the mass, it acts differently 
on the upper and lower components of the spinor and thus the massless particle 
regains the ability to discern the sign of the potential, in contrast to the situation 
that occurs for a pure scalar potential. Consequently the pseudo-periodicity extant 
in the pure scalar potential case vanishes and the 'expected* gap structure results. 
We also note that, whilst the gap structure exhibited in (41) is very similar to that 
of (14) (at least to small order in q), in each case the gaps have undergone a slight 
broadening. This in turn implies that each of the band regions is reduced in size. 
This is especiaUy evident in the first band region (a<>A) a s each of the states arc 
lowered in energy compared to those of the pure scalar case. It is this factor that we 
expect to result in greater binding in the composite system. 

Examing equation (39) we find that its solution are given by the Mathieu functions.5"7 

Using this fact we can write the general solution of (39) as 

Vl{z) = Acev{z,q) + Bse„(z,q), (42) 

while "*j(r) is simply obtained via (40) and cev(z,q) and s?„(z,g) are Mathieu func
tions. Now that "$(«) is known it is a simple procedure to determine *(n) and *(0) 
and from them to deduce the form of T(0, n). The eigenenergies are then the solutions 
of (37) and hence we obtain 

A = v + q2uSt + qAv6\\S + v26M^ + 7) ]/4 
+ <?V^[ 10 + 5 i / l M 2 ( 5 " 2 + 7) + 2v*6\676^v* + bSu7 + 29) ]/4 , 

(43) 

where v - n/A* for n = 1,2,3, . ..,N. Note that the largest eigenenergy (n = TV) 
implies v = 1 and hence it corresponds to the characteristic value A m a r = \fb[ and 
is unobtainable from (43) and must be determined from (41). For the second highest 
eigenenergy n = N — 1 and u = 1 — l/N and thus we will again get into trouble when 
using (43) for large N as was the case with (35). However, since the largest value of v 
for (35) was u = 1 - \/2N whilst here it is only u = 1 — 1/A' we find that comparable 
accuracy to that of (35) may be obtained here by keeping terms to order q6 only. 

Our results show that the addition of a vector component to the scalar confinement 
potential is sufficient to bind our nuclei. (A similar situation exists for an intranu-
cleon potential of ^-function type. 2 7 ) Our results indicate that the binding energies 
demonstrate saturation (i.e. they approach a constant value of Boo MeV/quark as 
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yV —» oo). As a consequence it is possible to fit these binding energies to an empirical 
relationship17 of the form 

B W = / i « , ( l - ^ ) • (44) 

As an example we have determined the binding energy that results for q = 0.2 (say 
A ~ 0.8 GeV for T ~ 0.5 GeV/fm and / ~ 1.5 fm) and from which we have obtained 
the value D^ as 140 McV/quark which indicates a sizable amcunt of binding is present 
(although no allowance has been made for reductions to this nominal figure due to 
CMSS10). 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Overall our studies in this paper have demonstrated several features regarding our 
model nucleus. The first feature we note is the increase in difficulty of the analysis 
when we move away from idealized structures, such as the ^-function potentials. Even 
for a potential comprising just a single Fourier component the resulting analysis is 
quite difficult and any improvement upon this model, whether by the addition of 
another Fourier component or by the inclusion of a vector component to the potential, 
quickly makes the problem analytically intractable. A resort to numerical methods 
thus becomes necessary. 

Furthermore we note that the band structure for the massless particle depends 
greatly on the vector component of the potential, for a given scalar potential. For 
a pure scalar potential the existence of a particular symmetry of the Dirac equation 
forces the bandwidths to increase significantly due to the disappearance of each of 
the alternate band gaps. 

Finally we may comment that a purely scalar periodic potential is unable to suf
ficiently bind the nucleus for our particular model. Whilst this situation has also 
been demonstrated for the 6-function potentials11 it is the unique role played by the 
scalar cosine potential, being the dominant Fourier component of any scalar periodic 
potential, that imparts a particular significance to this result. This result however, 
must be reconciled with the knowledge that a pure scalar periodic potential of square 
barrier type can be shown to bind the nucleus of a similar model.27 The fact that the 
binding in this particular model is only modest indicates that this result is consistent 
with our comments relating to the addition of higher order Fourier components earlier 
in this paper. 

That it is the vector component of the confinement potential that provides the 
binding in our model while the scalar component provides the confinement, with 
neither component of the potential being able to achieve both of these aims, indicates 
that in order to comprehend the behaviour of massless quarks in composite systems 
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a fully relativistic treatment, which allows the separate Lorentz components of the 
potential to be distinguished, is necessary. 

This work was supported in part hy the Australian Research Council. C.J.C. would 
like to thank Carmclo l'isani for useful comments and to acknowledge the support of 
a Melbourne University Postgraduate Scholarship. 
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I'br 7'(0, r/) of the form 

T(0,T/) = po{ri)(Ta + ipi{ri)<Ti + Pi{v)^2 + ft(»?)^ , 

the />M to order fl* are given by 

/>o(»?) = 92Cl*i + <l7*2 + 1*(»3 + C2*<) + ? 6(3 5 + C2*6)]sin C 
+ [ 1 + ^C 2c, + ,«<'<:, + 9 V(<* + ?Ct) ] cos C, 

Pifo) = [ 1 + ?^ 7 + q*(s% + C%) + qe{aio + C**n) 
+ <78(«i2+C2*i3 + C^M)lsinC 
+ «72C (cs + far« + q4(c7 + C'cg) + ?"(<* + C2c,o) J cos C , 

/»»(»») = - 9 [ *ts + ?2*i« + ^(»IT + C**i») + 9 8( si9 + C2*») ] s«n C 
- 73C [ c„ + g Jc„ + ^ ( c I 3 + Cac„) ] cos C , 

where 

* i = * i , 

*2 = *?(3 + 4*,)/4, 
53 = *?(5+12*, + 8*? + 8*3)/4, 
5 4 = - * ? / 6 , 
as = *J(175 + 504*, + 720*? + 320*? + 896*3 + 2304*?,)/64 , 
*e = -*f(3 + 4*,)/4, 
a r = 2*,(l + * , ) , 
5« = 2*?(3 + 5*, + 3*? + 9*3), 
s9 = - * , / 2 , 

«io = *?(80 + 144*, + 192*? + 80*? + 511*3 + 1440*1 + 225*5)/4 , 
3n = - * ? ( 7 + 8*,) /4 , 
*w - *f(280 + 390*, + 600*f + 280*? + 2329*3 + 12832*5 

+ 25344*5 + 2025*8 + 10800** + 576*r)/4 , 
*is = -*}(193 + 392*, + 240*? + 352*3)/32 , 
5,4=*?/24, 
3\s = 2A*, , 
*i«=4A*?(l+*, +2*3) , 
5, 7 = A*?(12 + 18*, + 12*? + 59*3 + 144*| + 27* 5 ) , 
»!$ = — A*, , 
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5 1 9 = A0}(32O + 4980, + 7200? + 23!>r>03 + 118080* + 2073603 
+ 19710s + 108000* + 57607)/8 , 

a M = A0j(7 + 80, +80 3 ) /2, 
ci = -0?/2 , 
Ci = -a2 , 

r 3 = 0?(19 + 1200, + 800? + f>403)/32 , 
c* = fl|< , 

Ci = - r i , 

c6 = -0j( l l + 120,)/4, 
c 7 = -0?(35 + 660, + 400? + 8O03)/4 , 
c 8 = -a4 , 
C9 = -0j(19O3 + 40400, + 56300? + 22400? + 1036803 

+ 2534402 + 36OO05)/64, 
c,o = 0j(17 + 2O0,)/24, 
Cu — — 2A0, , 
c 1 2 = -A0?(ll + 120, + 1603)/2, 
c,3 = -A0f(35 + 600, + 400? + 14003 + 2880^ + 54os)/2 , 
c M = A0j/3. (47) 

the main text we have utilized the identities 

*„ = ( A 2 - n ' ) - \ 

T/ = 2TT7V . (48) 
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FIG. 1. KnorRy bands for the rosinr potential 
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